THE LEARNING PROCESS
^ Now one law of learning which everyone knows is what
might be called the Law of Practice, namely that any action
which is done frequently becomes on that account easier to
do and more likely to be done. But this case of the chicken
shows very clearly that the Law of Practice is not the only
factor in learning. The chicken practised the correct
response only once per trial, for after a correct response
the trial ceased, it got out of the enclosure Incorrect
responses, on the other hand, such as jumping up at the wall,
may be made, and are made, several times in each trial,
indeed, very frequently in the earlier trials Practice alone,
therefore, ought to have fixed the incorrect rather than the
correct response. In what way then does the correct response
differ from the others 1 Common sense tells us that it differs
because it puts the chicken into a new condition, it relieves
it from loneliness and hunger, it satisfies certain inner
cravings. We must assume that this satisfaction somehow
makes this response more likely to recur when next the
situation is reconstituted Not certain to recur, for then the
chicken would on second trial go straight out by the proper
passageway, and that is not what we actually find; but
more likely to recur, and therefore recurring at an earlier
stage at the later trials.
The type of learning thus illustrated may be called Trial
and Error learning. It arises when an animal has more
than one response to a situation. Confronted by the situation,
the animal tries its responses over until one succeeds.
Confronted later by the same situation, it again tries its
responses over, but the response which was associated with
satisfaction somehow has thereby become facilitated a little,
and so the improvement goes on till the proper response
comes to be made without other trials. It is Satisfaction
which has selected the response. Practice will now stamp
it in. For as the trials progress the correct response, which
at first got less practice than the incorrect, comes to catch
up in this respect. Toward the end, while the correct
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